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TECHNICAL NOTE 3251
A THJ33RETICALINVESTIGATION OF THE SHORT-PEUOD DYNAMIC
IX)I?GITUDINALSTABILITY OF AIRPLANE COil?IGURATIONS
HXVING ELASTIC WINGS OF 0° TO 60° SWEEPBACK
~ ~lton D. MCh@d.iIl
f5uMMARY“
A theoretical investigation has been made to determine the effects
of an elastic wing on the dynamic longitudinal stability of thin-wing
airplane configurations. In order to investigate the effects of various
important parameters, the configurationswere assumed to vary in wing
sweep angle from 0° to 600, in center-of-gravitylocation from 25 per-
cent mean aerodynamic chord to 45 percent mean aerodynamic chord, and
in ratio of wing mass to airplane mass from 0.15 to 0.50.
Three degrees of freedom were assumed - freedom in vertical trans-
lation of the rigid airplane, pitching rotation of the rigid airplane,
and displacement of the wing tip due to bending of the elastic wing.
The elastic wing mode was determined from considerationboth of the
deflection under static loading and the deflection in the primary ground-
vibration mode and was represented by a combination of bending in the
primary mode and the associated torsion. Lw=w&’s method was used
to obtain an equation of motion for each degree of freedom. The char-
acteristic equation of the system was solved for the period and damping
of the airplsme mode and of the wing mode. Solutions were also obtained
for three simplified airplane and wing systems: (1) the wing mode alone,
(2) the airplane under quasi-static conditions, and (3) the rigid airplane.
An s&lysis of the solutions showed that, for configurations having
40° to 60 sweepback, no dynamic instability due to wing flexibi13.tywas
indicated; however, the loss in static stability due to wing flexibility
was found to be a fairly serious problem. For configurationshaving no
sweepback, the wing was subject to a decrease in oscillatory stability
for the lsrge ratio of wing mass to airplane mass accompanied by forward
center-of-gravitylocations. The quasi-staticmethod gave results com-
parable to those of the semirigid method for sweptback wings; however,
for straight Wags the quasi-staticmethod gave poor results.
.— .———. .———— —
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As a result of the trend toward the use of thin sweptback wings on
large high-speed aircraft, the effect of structural flexibili~ on dyna-
mic longitudinal stability must be considered. The inclusion of flexi-
bility modes as degrees of freedom in addition to those of the rigid
airplane results in higher order characteristic equations. As the order
of the characteristic equation increases, tw ~owt ~ fiffic~ti of
work involved in obtaining the solution increases. The additional work .
is, of course, unjustified if the results do not differ appreciably from
the results obtainedby using less rigorous methcds.
The present paper presents a theoretical investigation of the
effects of wing flexibili~ on the dynamic longitudinal stability of
airplanes by including a degree of freedom for the elastic wing. The
results of the higher order equations sre conqmred with the results of
less rigorous methds. ti order to investigate the effects of various
important parameters, the configurationsare assumedto vary in wing
sweep angl_efrom 0° to 600, in center-of-gratity locations from 25 per-
cent mean aerodynamic chord to 45 percent mean aerodynamic chord, and
in ratio of wing mass to airplane mass from O.15 to 0.50. A single
value of wing bending and of torsional stiffness typical of those pos-
sessed by an actual airplane is used in the analysis.
The equations of’motion are derived in the appendixby using
LW3rQZe’s method. The resulting semirigid three-degree-of-freedom
equations of motion are solved at various fU.ght conditions for the
period and damping of the two modes of oscillation, the first involving
primarily wing motion and the second, airplane motion. These solutions
are compared with solutim ob~tied for three simplified airplane and
wing systems: (1) the wing mode alone, (2) the ai@_ane under quasi-
static conditions (flexible inertia and damping terms assumed to be
zero, and (3) the rigid airplane.
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diagrsm shoting the system of axes and positive directions of
and moments on the slrplane is presented in figure 1.
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.
bending stiffness, lb-in.2
ldnetic energy, ft-lb
potential ener~, ft-lb
longitudinal distance from airplane center of gravity to wing
elastic axis (function of spanwise location), positive
forward, ft
force, lb
section force, lb/ft
spanwise bending mode shape along wing elastic sxis
spanwise twisting mode shape about wing elastic axis per unit
tip bending deflection, radians/ft
torsional stiffness, lb-in.2
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2
wing-tip deflection, hfi, chords
wing-tip deflection of elastic axis due to bending, positive
downw=d, ft
moment of inertia about Y-axis, mAx2j m.fx2>‘r ~2>
Slug.ftz
section moment of inertia, ~ ‘X2, slug-ft2/ft
radius of pyration about Y-axis, chords
reduced angular frequency, W–/v,
longitudinal.distance from quarter chord of wing mean aero-
-C chord to qu@er chord of tail mean aeroibnmmic
chord, ft
pitching moment about Y-axis, ft-lb
section pitching moment about Y-sxis,
mAJmf>+=Sj Shgs
m’ section pitching timent about elastic
ft-lb/ft
8XiS, ft-lb/ft
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section mass,
normal force,
‘5
slugs/ft
positive downward, lb
section normal force, lb/ft
generalized coordinate
dynsmic pressure, lb/sqft; also, pitching angular veloci~,
radians/see
ratio of local.chord to root chord, .c~c;
wing plan-form area, sq ft
~ section mass moment about elastic axis, W*X, slug-ft/ft
SAjSfj~ ~s moment, mAx, mfxj or ~x$ sl~-ft/ft
To.1
t
v
w
x
x
Y
Y
z
z
a
5
7
time to danp to 0.1 amplitude, sec
time, sec
velocity, fps
weight, U
longitudinal axis of displacement fixed at airplane center
af gravity
longitudinal.displacement, positive forward, ft
la.terslaxis of reference fixed at airplane center of gravi~
,
lateral or spsnwise displacement, ft
vertical displacement of airplane center of gravi@, positive
downward, ft
vertical wing deflection of elastic axis due to wing
bending, positive downward, ft
.
angle of attack, positive wing leading edge up, radians
elevator deflection, positive trsiling edge down, radians
dimensionless spanwise coordinate, J-, fraction of se~sp~
b/2
—. —. ——.
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El
CD
dimensionless spanwise coordinate, Yo— fraction of exposed
be/2’
semispan
angle of pitch about airplane center of gravity, positive
airplane nose up, redians
sweep angle of elastic @s of wing, deg
nondimensional airplane mass, mA/PS~
mass densi~ of air, slugs/cu ft
angle of twist of airfoil in plane perpendicular to elastic
axis, positive ting leading edge up, radians
Subscripts:
m= frequency, radians/see
A
av
Cg
f
h
i
msx
o
Q
r
t
w
z
e
eirplane
average
center of gravi~
fuselage
flefible-wing degree of
intersection of elastic
meximum
exposed wing
generaUzed coordinate
wing root
tail
freedom
ads with fuselage
.
vertical de~ee of freedom
pitching degree of freedom
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Dots ere used to indicate differentiationwith respect to time;
for example, 6 = ~.
Ub
tion
.
The subscripts a, ~, h, h, q, H, and b indicate differentia-
dCN
with respect to the subscript; for example, CNa = ~.
A flexible structure
BASIS OF ANALYSIS
Semirigid M%hod
may be considered to have an infinite nuniber
of degxees of freedom because it can deflect an infinite nunber of ways
depending on the loading. However, in order to make the solution for
the motion of the flexible airplane as simple as possible, the number
of degrees of freedom and consequentlythe nuriberof equations of motion
should be kept to a minimun. This method of approach is presented in
reference 1 and is called the semirigid concept. b this approach the
mode of flexure under load is alw~s the same regardless of the loading.
Three degrees of freedom were assumed for the configuration studied
herein - freedom in vertical translation of the rigid airplane Z,
pitching rotation of the rigid airplane 9, and displ.ac-nt of the wing
tip due to bending of the elastic wing h - and an equation of motion
must be derived for each of these three degrees of freedom. A simplified
way of deriving these equations is by Lagrange’s method which is described I
in reference 2. Lagrange’s method consists in writing an expression for
the total kinetic ener~ and the total potential energy of the system.
The operations indicatedby the general Lagrangian equation sre then
perfomed in the expression for total energy, and an equation of motion
for each degree of freedom is obtained. The application of this method
to a configurationwith a flexible wing is presented in reference 3.
For the convenience of those who are not famiUar with Lagrange’s method,
a derivation of the equations of motion used in this paper is presented
in the appendix.
The flexible wing mode shape was assumed to consist of bending f (y),
?conibinedwith twisting per unit bending deflection at the ~ tip f# Y).
When the wing is flexed in the degree of freedom characterizedby the
wing-tip bending deflection h, the bending deflection at station y is
z and the torsional deflection is ~. No motion of the fuselage was
considered to be .=sociated with the wing deflection mode. lh practice,
some fuselage rotation or bending would occur in conjunctionWth the
wing mode and shouldbe considered when maldmg a specific analysis.
— ..
—
8fi order to use the equations of motion,
wing mode which satisfactorilyrepresents the
be determined, and the conditions under which
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the characteristicsof a
flexing configurationmust
the wing flexes must be
specified. fie wing waa assumed to be a flexible cantilever besm which
was anchored to the fuselage in a plane through the point of intersection
of the elastic sx.isand the fuselage and perpendicular to the elastic
EJXiS. The basic mode of oscillationwas considered to be a combination
of primary bending in a vertical plane containing the elastic axis and
the associated twisting about the elastic axis. The shape of the bending
and twisting modes could be expected to vary somewhat with the span load
distribution on the wing. At zero frequency the loading is static, the
result of steady additional lift forces. As the frequency increases
towsrd the wing natural frequency, the wing mode shape would be expected
to approach the mode shspe correspondingto an elastic vibration of the
wing on the ground. Simple beam theory was used to obtain the static
bending mode shape and the twisting mode shape under steady load. The
moment of the additional lift forces about the wing elastic sxis was
used in determining the twisting mode shape and the amount of twist per
unit tip deflection. The twisting mode was determined solely for static
loading inasmuch as the twist occurring in an elastic vibration of the
wing appeared tobe negligible. Tbis observation resulted from the fact
that, for the assumed wing mass distribution, the wing was almost per-
fectly mass balanced about the elastic axis.
The bending mode shape of the wing oscillating at the ground natural
frequency was obtained with”the aid of reference 4.. The two calculated
bending modes and the calculated twisting mode are presented in figure 2.
The calculatedbending modes closely approximate each other despite the
large variation in distributionbetween the static and dynsmic loading.
A parabolic variation of spanwise bending- fz(y) = 102 ~d a Wem
ad
v~ation of wan~- Mst f~(y) =%~o me ~o presented tifig-
ure 2. The @cement between the calculated mode shapes and these SW
plified approximating curves is seen to be very good; therefore, the
simplified curves were used to represent the mode shapes.
The values of wing bending and torsional stiffness and the wing
structural weight distribution for the assumed airplane configurations
were based on those possessed by an actual swept-wing bomber airplane
and are presented in figure 3. The bending and torsional stiffnesses
vary along the span in accord~ce tith rc4j the fourth po~~r of the
ratio of the local chord to the root chord, as suggested in reference ~.
This assumption is in good agreement with the structural characteristics
of the actual airplane. The actual airplane had a ratio of wing struc-
turalmass to sirplane mass of 0.150 The higher values of the ratio of
wing mass to airplsne mass of 0.33 andO.50 as presented in figure 3
approximate some ~ical wing-airplane mass ratios for wings hating
.
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additional masses attached to them such as nacelles
internal stores. However, in these cases it should
‘andetiernal or
be noted that the
assumed mass distribution-doesnot necessarily correspond to an airplane
having such additional masses attached to it.
The bending mode shape was used to calculate the ground natural
frequency of the wing. lh order to obtain a range of natural frequencies
of the wing, the wing stiffness was assumed to remain constant and the
mass of the wing was assumed to ticrease so that the airplane mass -o
increased. Frequencies were calculated for ratios of wing mass to sir-
plane mass of 0.15, 0.33, and 0.50 and are presented in table I.
Additional configurationsused in the analysis were obtained by
modifying a basic configuration. The variations were obtainedby holding
the wing area and the span’along the elastic sxis constant as the wing
paneb were swept about a vertical axis which was located at the Juncture
of the wing elastic sxis and the airplane center U_ne. AE the wing was
vsxied in sweep, the wing root was moved forward or rearwsrd so as to
keep the tail length Zt constant. Configurations hating sweep angles
of 0°, 40°, and 600 measured with respect to the elastic axis were assumed
and are shown in figure 4. Because of the large aspect ratio, only a
small difference in angle of sweep between the elastic axis and the
quarter-chord Une exists. b view of this small difference and for pur-
poses of convenience, the sngles of sweepback used herein refer to the
sweep of the elastic axis which is the 38-percent-chord line. The fuse-
lage and tail dimensions were held constant. The airplane center of
gravi@ was assumed to be located at 25, 35, and 45 percent of the wing
mean aerodynamic chord.
The inertia terms and the aerodynamic dsnping and restoring-spring
parameters were calculated for the configurations and me presented in
table II. The airplane lift and pitching-moment characteristicswere
calculated by using references 6 and 7. Strip theory uncorrected for
compressibi~ty effects was used in calculating the force psmmeters.
In the computations of the generalized mass terms, some small terms were
neglected. The equations of motion were solved for period and damping,
and solutions for each configurationwere obtained at three or more
dynamic pressures. Allso,trsmsient solutions for a configuration at
two altitudes were ‘presetiedin order to show the relation of the wing
oscillation to the airplane oscillation. Because of the variations with
altitude of the relative densi~ of the airplane and the generalized
masses, the solutions of the characteristic equation for valuesof dyna-
mic pressure at one altitude are not applicabk for the same vslues of
dynamic pressure at other altitudes.
—-. . —= —_______ ———— ____
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In
predict
results
method.
Other Methods
order to determine whether more simple methods could be used to P
the dynamic characteristics of the flexible airplane and wing,
were obtained by the quasi-static method and the wing-mode-alone
The quasi-static method consisted in elhinating all the ine~ia
and damping terms pertaining to the flexible mode (terms containing D%
and DH) fram the equations of motion and solving the resulting second-
order characteristic equation for period and damping. In effect, the
results of this method are comparable to those of the rigid-airplane
method except that the effects of flexibi~ty on the aerodynamic param-
eters are accounted for at any given dynamic pressure. It should be
noted that the rigid-airplane solutions are the sane as the solutions
of the semirigid airplane at zero dynamic pressure. The simple wing-
mode-alone method consists in neglecting the first two eqwt ions of
motion and solting the third equation of motion after neglecting the
coupling terms (terms containing W, a, D%, and DO) that appear in
the third eqmt ion. It should be noted at this point that the condi-
tions for the wing-mode-alone method do not simulate the conditions used
in flutter work. The consideration of a separate torsional”mode (as In
flutter work) is beyond the scope of the problem dealt with in this paper.
The frequencies of oscillation of the modes are low enough so that con-
sideration of unsteady-lift effects is unwarranted. The wing-mode-alone
method was evolved in order to understand better the effects of short-
period coupling in the wing mode. This method, therefore, represents
the wing motion that would occur if the airplane center of gravity was
constrained to move in a straight line at all ths without pitching.
RESULTS AND DIWJSSION
The equations of motion were solved for the damping and frequency
of the flexible wing mode and of the airplane mode for various dynsmic
pressures at a standard altitude of 8,OOO feet. The solutions for ratios
of wing mass to airplane mass of 0.15, 0.33, and 0.50 and for center-of-
~sxiw locations of 25, 35, and 45 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic
chord at zero sweep angle are presented in figure 5. For sweep angles
of 40° and 600 the solutions did not change a~reciabl..ywith increasing
mass ratio. Therefore the results for the mass ratio of 0.33 only and
with center-of-gravity locations of 25, 35, and 45 percent of the mean
aerodynamic chord are presented in figure 6. The wing characteristics
covered in parts (a) of figures 5 and 6 are expressed in terms of actual
time; whereas the airplane characteristics covered in parts (b) of these
figures sre expressed in terms of nodimensional time. The results are
presented in different forms inammch as each form is believed to enable
the best interpretation of the data. The wing ground natural frequency
is shown in the plots of wing frequency against dynamic pressure in
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figures 5(a) and 6(a). The wing-mode-alone solutions and the solutions
for the quasi-static conditions of the airplane mode are also shown in
these figures.
The results for the airplane mode are presented as a function of
the period and of the reciprocal of the time to damp to 0.1 amplitude
where time is expressed nondimensional.lyas units of distsnce traweled
measured in fuselage lengths. Fuselage length, rather than the usual
unit of wing chord, was used becsuse the fuselage length remained con-
stant for all configurationswhereas the wing mean aerodynamic chord
vsried with the sweepback angle. Solutions for the rigid airplane con-
figuration presented in this form are independent of forward speed. At
zero dynamic pressure flexibili~ effects must vanish, and the solution
for the flexible airplane mode is identical to that of the rigid con-
figuration. Therefore, the deviation of the solutions from the values
for the configurations at zero dynamic pressure represents the effect
of flexibi~~ at any particular dynamic pressure at an altitude of
8,OOO feet.
Before examining the data, it is well to note a relation between
the wing mode and the airplane tie. By expanding the nondimensional
characteristicequation, the sum of the damping of the airplane mode
and the wing mode for a particular configuration can be shown to remain
constant with variation in
damping, therefore, result
The solutions for the
dynamic pressure. Any changes inting
in opposite changes in airplane dsmping.
Semirigid lkthod
configurationshating zero sweep obtained by
the semirigid method are discussed first. The effects of variation of
wing mass and center-of-gravitylocation are shown for zero sweep in
figure 5. b the lower half of figure 5(a), the damping curves do not
extend to zero dynamic pressure. In the.region of zero dynamic pressure,
the damping curves would approsch infinity because of the assumed absence
of structural damping.
The effective damping of the wing oscillation decreases as the mass
of the wing increases. This effect is shown in the damping curves by
an increase in time to damp to 0.1 amplitude and also in the frequency
curves by a tendency for the frequency to become constant at higher
dynamiv pressures. The damping for the wings of greater mass also shows
an appreciable vsriatiou with center-of-gravitylocation at the highest
dynamic pressures. For the center of gravi~ at the most forward loca-
tion (0.25E), the oscillation tends to become less stable with increase
in dynsmic pressure. This effect is tidicatedby sm increase in the to
damp to 0.1 amplJtude while the frequency becomes approximately constant.
Solutions sre presented at dynamic pressures which wouldbe above the
.——.. ———— — ..—
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critical Mach number of a configuration in order to gain a general idea
of the stabillty trends. Although the solutions at those dynamic pres-
sures me meaningless for the present configuration,they would apply
at lower dynamic pressures for a configurationwith a wing of greater
flexibility.
Some effects of the airplane mode of oscillation on the wing mode
msy be seen from a comparison of the wing-alone solutions with the semi-
rigid solutions for the wing. To analyze these effects better the fre-
quencies of the airplane mode have been put in dimensional form and are
plotted in figure 5(a) together with the wing frequencies. The airplane
motion generally decreases the damping of the wing oscillation especially
for the ~/mA = 0.50 configuration at the higher dynamic pressures.
The frequency of the airplane oscillation approaches the natural fre-
quency of the wing oscillation at these dynamic pressures. The tempo-
rary increase in wing frequency above the ground natural frequency of
the wing at low dynamic pressures al&Jomsy be attributed to the effect
of the airplane oscillation on the wing oscillation. This conclusion
is substantiatedby the lack of increase in frequency for the wing-mode-
alone method. As is well-known, damping in a single-degree-of-freedom
system, whether positive or negative, till decrease the frequency from
that of the system with no damping.
.
For the airplane tie (fig. 5(b)), the damping shows a slight gen-
eral decrease with increase in wing mass and, hence, air-planemass. For
the light configuration ~/mA = 0.15 with the center of gravity located
at 45 percent mean-aerodynamic chord, the damping is sufficient to cause
the airplane oscillation to become criticalityover dsmped. The dsmping
of the airplane oscillation increases,s13@rKly with increase in dynamic
pressure. Generally, the dsmping of the airplane mode for configura-
tions having zero sweep angle is good.
At zero sweep angle the effects on the local incidence angle of
wing flexibili~ are due to the wing twisting - the bending deflections
have no effect. As the sweep amgle of awing increases, the effect of
twist on the local incidence angle graduaUy decreases and the bending
component of the flexible mde begins to exert a powerful effect. At
3° of sweep for the assumed bssic wing, the effect of twist on the local
wing incidence is neutralized by the effect of bending; therefore, the
wing is aeroisoclinic. Above 3° of sweep the bending effects are
predominant. -
,
An examination of figure 6(a) shows that the wing frequency increases
with increasing dynsmic pressure for wings of 40° and 600 sweepback. The
trend of the increase in wing frequency above the wing ground natural fre-
quency at low dynamic pressures is the same as for the zero sweep angles;
for the 400 and 600 swept wings, however, the wing frequency continues to
d
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increase apparently as a result of increased aerodynamic restoring
moments which add to the elastic restoring moments of the wing. l% gen-
eral, the data show that the wing mode is always satisfactorilydamped
for the expected flight range of dynamic pressures. The damping appears
to become poorer at low dynamic pressures, but these results are pessi-
mistic because of the assumption of zero structural damping. It is also
apparent that the center-of-gravityposition has no appreciable effect
on the characteristicsof the wing rode. The dsmping is slAght& less
for the 600 sweptback configuration than for the 40° sweptback configura-
tion because the lift-curve slope,is less for the 600 configuration.
The characteristics Of t’heairplane mode for the swept-wing con-
figurations (fig. 6(b)) indicate that the static-stabilityconsiderations
completely overshadow the dynamic stability characteristicsin importance.
At the lowest dynamic pressures for the most rearward center-of-gravity
location the semirigid configurationspossess an oscillation similar to
that found in the rigid airplanes. With ipcreased dynamic pressures,
this oscillation changes into two convergence as the maneuvering neutral
point approaches the center-of-gravityposition being considered. With
still further increase in dynamic pressure, the maneuver point becomes
coincident with the center of gravi~ being considered, and one”of the
convergence changes to a divergence. Any further increase in dynamic
pressure causes the divergence to be more severe as the maneuvering
neutral point moves farther ahead of the center of gravity. For more
forward locations of the center of gravity the same sequence occurs
except at higher dynsmic pressures. This analysis is confirmed by the
data of figure 7, which shows the location of the maneuvering neutral
point with dynamic pressure obtsined by the quasi-staticmethod for 0°,
400, and 600 sweepback angles.
The top part of figwe 6(b) shows that when an oscillation does
exist the period increases with increasing dynamic pressure as would be
e~ected from the decrease in static stabili~ with increase in dymamic
pressure. A comparison between the variation of wing frequency and
airplane frequency with dynamic pressure shows that these variations
are in opposite directions so that interactionbetween these two modes
appears to be impossible. The loss in static stability with increasing
dynamic pressure is causedby a forward shift in wing aerodynamic center.
There is, of course, a compensating factor in the form of decreased
wing-~ft-curve slope due to bending, but this factor is less important
than
been
ssme
the forward shift in wing aerodynamic center.
Evaluation of Simplified Methods
Results obtained from the rigid-airplane solutions have aJready
covered in the previous discussion inasmuch as the results are the
as for the flexible airplane at zero dynsmic pressure. h order
—..——
—.
—
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to determine whether more simple methods could be used to predict the
dynamic characteristicsof the flexible airplsne and wing, results were
obtained by the quasi-staticmethod and the ting-mode-alone method, and
these results are shown in figures 5 and 6.
An inspection of figure 5(b) shuws that, for the unswept airplane
configuration at the highest dynamic pressures, the period and damping
can be determined with only a fair degree of accuracy by the quasi-static
method. It is noteworthy that the results of the quasi-static method do
not differ appreciably from the results obtained with the rigid-airplane
equations of motion. For swept-wing configurations (fig. 6(b)), however,
the period and dsmping are seen to be in sormwhat better agreement with
those determinedly the semirigid method. The major effects of static
stability are shown by the quasi-staticmethod. The variations in
damping with dynamic pressure are almost exactly-the same as those
givenbythe semirigid method. It therefore appesxs that the quasi-
static method can be used to give a god first approximation of the
dynsm.icCkaCteriStiCS of a swept-wing airplane having a flexible wing.
Ap_@ication of the wing-mode-alone method to the prediction of the
period and damping of the flexible ting mode (figs. 5(a) and 6(a)) sh~
that for unswept wings the period and damping canbe predicted with a
fti degree of accuracy except in the case of large wing mass ratios with
fsr-forward center-of-~avi~ positions. For sweptback wings within
the ranges of parameters
give gOOaresults.
covered, the fig-mode-alone method seems to
Transient Solution
The period and dsmping for two modes of oscillation of a series of
fkzdble-wing aircraft have been presented smd discussed. Ih order to
give abetter idea of the relative importance of theting osciU.ation
in the total airplane motion, solutions have been obtained on the
Reeves Electronic Analog Computer for the transient motions foU.owing
a disturbance. The longitudinal transient responses of a 35° swept-
wing aircraft configuration to sm elevator step input at altitudes of
8,OOO feet and 30,000 feet are presented in figure 8. me configuration
closely resaibles the 40° swept aircraft for fUght configuration of
~/mA = 0.33 in mass, structural, and aerodynamic parameters. The plot
of wing-tip deflection h shows only a very smaU. excitation of the ~
mode which quickly disa~ears. It is possible that the wing oscilhtion
would be excited to a @eater degree by a gust or some other form of
disturbance; however, these records indicate that the wing oscillation
is not easily excited by use of the elevator. The drplane oscillation
is heavily damped at both altitudes. \
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CONCLUSIONS
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On the basis of an analysis of the effects of wing flexibili~ on
configurationsvsrying in sweep mgle, center-of-gravitylocation, and
ratio of wing mass to airplsne mass, the following conclusions are
indic@ed:
1. For configurationshating 40° to 600 sweepback, no dynamic
instability due to wing flexibilim was indicated; however, the loss
in static stability due to wing flexibill~ was found to be a fairly
serious problem.
2. For confi&urationshaving no sweepback, the effects of wing
flexibi~ty were found to be serious only in the case of configurations
having a large ratio of wing mass to airplane mass and forward center-
of-gravity locations; for these cases, the analysis indicated that the
wing was subject to a decrease in osciUato~ stability.
3. The quasi-staticmethod appears to be fairly reaMstic as a
means of obtaining a good approximation to the dynamic characteristics
of a swept-wing configuration. However, the method does not appear to
be accurate for unswept configurations at high dynamic pressures.
4. A simp~fied wing-mode-alonemethod was found to give good
results in predicting the characteristicsof the flexible wing mode
of motion for swept-wing configurations. However, this method did not
appear to be rellable for use with unswept configurations.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va.Z July 26, 1954.
—._——. — — —
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APlwNDlx
DERIVATION OF EQJA!I’IONSOF MOTION
The Lagrangian eqyation is
-()d ‘Ek ‘k + %.— —=FQdt ~ aQ bQ (m
where ~ and ~ are the ldmetic and potential energies of the dynsmic
system. The ldnetic energy of the system is equal to the sum of the con-
tributions of the fuselage and of the elements of the wing which are
external to the wing-fuselage intersection. Ih this analysis the fuse-
lage is assumed to be rigid, and no m@ion of the fuselage is considered
to be associated with the wing deflection male. The motion of the fuse-
lage is therefore due to motion of the rigid airplane, and the motion of
elements of the wing is due to motion of the rigid airplane and motion
of the flexible wing. The tail asseniblyis considered part of the fuse-
lage. The velocities and the geometric relations of the fuselage and
wLng elements to the airplane center of gravity sre presented in fig-
ure 9. From figure 9(a) the velocity at the center of gravity of the
fuselage ~ is seen to be
% =i-$
and the kinetic ener~ of the fuselage unit is
By expanding equation (&), the kinetic energy of the
where
O@)
(A3)
fuselage becomes
(A)
——— . ——
,L
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For the wing, the velocity at the center of gravity of
element of wing ~ msy be obtaimed with the aid of figure
&=~
The kinetic ener~ of a
- (e +x); +fz(y)~- f#(y)&
& element of wing is
17
a small
9(b) as
(A5)
(A6)
Jn the present analysis the term
~Icgw~+f~(y~2@ has beencon-
sidered to be small for the wings of hi@’ aspect ratio which have been
considered herein and, therefore, has not been carried further in the
derivation. Equation (A6) is integrated over the exposed semispan be/2.
To put the equation in proper form for integration, let the variable
over the exposed semispan be ye.= y - yi. The equation is then inte-
grated from O at the wing-fuselage intersection to be/2 at the wing
tip. Expanding equation (A6) results in
E%= 2Jb0’2(*~{~2-G+ Zifz(y)i + (e,)’ -’iedfz(y), +
%’[fi +if@(Y)i - e62-~z(Y)iJ2} -
,.
esfjj(y)i+ ~fz(y)i + -
Equatfon (A7) contains mass terms pertaining to the rigid and
flexibie degrees-of freedom. These relative mass terms car-be grouped
and assigned definitions. The terms of equation (A7) pertaini~ to the
rigid degrees of freedom are co~ined with equation (A4) to obtain the
ldnetic-energy equation of the rigid airplane. The mass terms in equa-
tion (A7) pertaining to the rigid degrees of freedom are obtainedby
removing the mass terms contshing the flexible degree of freedom h
from the equation. Then the kinetic energy of the rigid wing is obtained
as
—— —— —. ———
——
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.
If the ~2 terms of equations (Ak) and (A8) are cotiined, the
ener~ of the rigid airplane in vertical translation becomes
Similsrly, if the
the kinetic energy
“2_l l2
be/2
mAZ
J-&@ +2.0 $% ‘Z%yo
(A8)
kinetic
(A9)
62 terms of equations (M) and (A8) are conibined,
of the rigid airplane in pitch becomes
The terms remaining in equations (Ak) and (A8) can be recognized as
static unbalsnce terms. Because equations (~) and (A8) sre derived
about the airphne center of gravity, the sum of the static unbalance
terms must be equal to zero or
be/2
-Sf% -2
Jo
(q’e;i + &’%)dyo= O
.
coDibining
the rigid
equations (~) and (AIO) yields the total Mnetic energy of
airplane in vertical translation and pitch
.2
Ek = > mAi2 + ~ IAQ (m)
similar manner. some new terms representing the inertia effectsIha
of the fltib
P
airplane“may be deftied. &er the ~erms in equations (A7)
containing fi axe collected, the genertized mass pertaining to the
flexible de~ee of freedom ~ be defined as
%.$2=~2~b0’2{%’Md2 -
b
.
——— ..— — .— —. — .
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By collecting the mass terms from equation (A7) containing ~ and 6A,
the generalized masses pertaining to the coupling terms may likewise be
defined as
{f
2a~& = G 2 bO’2 [~’fz(y) - %’f@(YgdYo
}
(A13)
o
be/2
2
JL
~’efz(y) - %’ef~(y~dyo
o }
The abbreviated equation for kinetic ener~ is then
(Alk)
The potential ener~ of the system is composed of a contribution
from the airplane and a contribution from the flexible wing. The
potential ener~ of the airplane due to its vertical position is given
by ‘~A. The potential energy of the flexible wing is expressed in
terms of the frequency of the wing oscillating in the assumed deflec-
tion mode. If the wing is performing a sinusoidal oscillation, then
the potential ener~ at.its point of maximum deflection is equal to
the kLnetic energy of the wing as it passes through the point of zero
deflection. For a small strip of wing vibrating sinusoidally in the
deflection mode, the maximm veloci~ is O(= - &x) and the
correspondingpotential ener~ expressed in terms of Hnetic energy is
For any spanwise location, ~ = fz(y)h and &= ?@(Y)h; substi-
tuting these values and inte~ating yields
—-. ..— —._ —._ _
——
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If the
energy
can be
where
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potential energy of the airplane is combined with the potential
of the elastic wing, the total potential energy of the system
expressed as
Ep = ‘mAgz + ~ &h2ahh (u6)
WA = mAg.
The equations of motion for each degree of freedom determined by
substituting equations (A15) and (u6) into the Iagrangian equation (JU)
smd using the generalized coordinates Z, El,and h are
The generaUzed forces Fz, Fe) and Fh account for the forces not
included in the potential-ener~ term ~. lh order to obtain the com-
ponents of the generalized force term, the airplane is assumed to be
composed of the fuselage unit and the wing unit as in the development
of the inertia parameters. On a unit there are acting a normal force n dy
due to the variation in coordinate Z, a moment m dy about the airplane
center of grati~ due to the variation in coordinate e, and a force Fdy
due to the variation in coordinate h. The h coordinate is composed
of bending and Msting of the exposed wing. Therefore, the force F @
is composed of force n dy and moment m’dy about the,local elastic
Sxis. The total section work done by the forces on these units corre-
sponding to a virtual displacement AQ is
[
az aa ( hhl1~ &w’fQAQdY=AQn~Q+m~+ n %+m a a (A20)
—.— ——–—— --—-—-——--.—. -—-—– -- -.
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where
By definition
.
-~+e
a-v
Substituting the partial derivatives of equation (A24) into eq~-
tions (A21), (A22), and (A23) yields
am
m=a “&u+h& “am—+0
&& z + ‘“xl
m’ =.=+
aa
Upon inte~ating over the
~, equation (A20) becomes
21
(f=)
(AZ?)
(JQ3)
(A24)
(*)
(A26)
O@’)
FQ
1(
dZ+M>+2 bO/2 a2 ,Wah
‘N% aQ ~ )‘Z+m x 5po (A28)
. .— -—.
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where N and M include the normal-force contributions of the fuselage
and tail. The integral pertaining to the elastic de~ee of freedom h
is Limited to the exposed wing span because no component of the elastic
motion has been assumed for the fuselage. Partial differentiation of
equation (A28) with re’spectto Z, Eljand h “yields
Fe =M=aJ&+@+~+~ (A5@)
be/2 ~
1(
afl
l?h=2
Q )ni+m’sl ‘o
(A31)
‘I’hegeneralized force term Fh is probably the least familiar; there-
fore, the components of the force term are obtained in coefficient
be/2
Dividing equation (A31) by qS and multiplyingby —
be/2
yields
F~ . be/2
J( )
lnaz+mtw @o
@qo ah ~ be/2
fOrm.
.
(Ax)
Yo
~t CF = Fh/qs, n = C.nqC, m’ = Cm’qCEj ti ~. = —. Then equa-
bo/2
tion (A32) becomes
J[bl c ‘3ZCF=# % c-Y-—. + cm’ —o ca~ ah 1Cav c z ‘Vo (A33)
and equations (A25) and (A26) become
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.
where by convention, C% ‘~cnqr~’ ‘~c%’, ~d H=$
tuting equations (A>) and (A35) into (A33) @pi*
. )cnq + HcnH + Hcn& +
Partial differentiation of equation
various.genersllizedforce components u,
yields
(A%) with respect to
~ H, and DH, with
23
substi-
(A36)
the
Ii= ~DH,
(A37)
1(bolCFDH b ~ c az=— ——cnDH Cav ah +
The equations of motion (eqs. (A17) to (A19) and (I@) to
are now put in nonMnensional form. !kbnsis expressed as S =
(A33)
(A39)
(Ako)
(A3U)
t;,
—.—— ___
—.. —
——
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the distance traveled in chord lengths. Nondimensional
obtained as
NACA TN 3251 ,
derivatives sre
.
Iinear quantities are expressed in chord lengths ~, and frequency is
expressed as u)= k ~ .Force equations are divided by -@ and moment
equations by E@SF. The resulting three equations of motion in non-
2
dime~fOti fOrm me
()H(CNH) - D, CNDH = C~5 “ (Ah)
@Ky%% + ~hD2H - u(~)-@ %)-”(*’mq)-
H(~) - DH(~H) = C& ~~ (*2)
2A~D2H + 2A@ (a
-D, %
‘(’FH~ ( D,)
-e) +~hD% +~k2H -
a(cFa) - ‘(i CFq) -
= ‘Fbb (A43)
The’elastic properties of the flexiblewing mode are manifested
primarily in the @ term of equation (A43). me elastic mode shape
of the flexible wing is employed imp13.citlyin the generall.zedmass smd
force terms pertaining to the flexible mode.
—,
;
—
—
L
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TABLE I.- CONFIGURATCONS AND PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS
~ = 1,460 Sq ft; Zt = 46.5 ft; ea. location, 38 percent
wing chord; wing section e.g. location, 38 percent
3wing chord (approx.)
Configure
I
Sweep
angle, ~/mA
A, deg
o 0.15
.33
.50
40 .33
60 .33
7jionC.g. F, ftlocation,percent E A
+
l-l 13.4
l-l 13.4
I_l 13.4
l-l 13.4
l-l 13.4
l-l 13.4
11 13.4
z l-l 13.4
45 I.1 13.4
14.38
z 14.38 ;:;
45 14.38 7.9
22 3.4
:; “= 3.4
45 22 3.4
wing ground
natural frequency,
0, radians/see
9.87
9.87
9.87
5.98
5.98
5.98
4.21
4.21
4.21
5.98
5.98
5.98
5.98
5.98
5.98
—.
m.,da
—
o
—
4C
—
m 82.1
&.1
&.1
—
P-tan
4!3 h Jeh %2 % % i% $% ; %q k %q % & %2 % % ‘%DI
2.36 h.6 0.63.EQ -y.@ -1.a -1.q 4.52 -3,* -u.@ o.ti2 o -1.% o -1.39 0
2.X 4.6 .I.33.32 -?.64 -.69 -L m -4.3 -3.# -U.l’f .*2 o -1.39 0 -1.39 0
2.s b.6
-.32 3.% -5.G -.~ -1.~ -4.1 -2.93 -M3.65 .ti o -1.59 0 -1.= o
6.45 lz.~ 1.63 2.t3 +.!% -l.= -1.q A.y -3.* -~,@ .& o -1.39 0 -1.% o
6.h5 12.~ .38 2..9 -~.E6 -,69 -1.C4 -4.3 -3.& -11,17 ,(A2 o -1.X o -1.B o
6A5 le.~ -.88 2.& +.% -.U -1,02 A.1 -!2.93-lo.& .cJt20
-1.39 0 -1.39 0
2.9 E5.Q 3.27 1.* +.& -La -1.q J+.* -3.96 -u.@ ,*2 o -1.39 0 -1,39 0
2.9 a.Q .m 1.98 +6$ -.m -1.d+ -4.3 -3.44 -u.1~ .d12 o -1.39 0 -LB o
2.9 3.2 -l.@ 1.* +.!% -.1.1-L.C12 -4.1 -2.93 -lo.@ .* o -1.39 0 -1.39 0
L93 9.61 9.61 l.~ -40a -.93 -.& -2.65 -$?.* +.= -.40 -.26B -1.03 -.9 -L.cm o
L93 9.61 8.65 1.D -).& -.yl -.79 -2.49 -2.61 -&e -.40 -,s48 -1.al -.gj -1.cm o
!.93 9.61 7.69 l.n &.@+ -.08 -.~ -2.33 -2.!24 -8.46 -.40 -.s69 -La) -.% -La) o
5.= 6=9 6+7 .63 -2.$4 -J% -.53 -L.u -1.91 -4.01 -.50 -.319 -.6+?-.* -.62 0
5.22 6.99 5.44 .&3 -2.93 -.% -.yl -1.02 -L&i -5.~ -.W -.319 -.6s .* -.6e o
5.22 6.28 4.82 .83 -2.5$ -.I% -.49 -.92 -1.45 -3.73- .p -.319 -.6e -.* -.6e 0
I
; *q ~H Q*
-O.* O.o.lg-o.~
-.@. .O1$ -.~
-.C45 .Olg -.n
-.2A .019 -.~
-.134 .Ou -.~
-.15+5 .Olg -.V
-.Z24 .Olg - .T
-.E4 .OJ.9 -.?’7
-.&y .o19 -.T’f
-.ew ..l~ -.53
-,7e3 -l-j-/ -.%
-.~u -.l~ -,~
-J+ti -.2C2 -.34
-.3@ -.m -.%
-.* -.B -.*
Ai~lane
,s.s Pitching
moment
x
direction
Figure 1.- A disgram showing the stabili~ axes
of forces and mmnents.
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Fi@re 2.- Wnding and twisting IWdm of the flexible wL?M.
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3.- Wing spanwise elastic and weight distributions.
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Figure ~.- Dynemlc stabili~ of airplane loI@tuMnal mile and flexible
wing mde obtained by tke semkigid metkd and lem rigorous wthmls
as a function of dynamic pressure. AJ-titude, 8,000 feet; A = 00.
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(b) Period and dampfng of airplane short-period longitudinal stabillty
ncde In nondimensional terms as a function of &namic pressure. s
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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(a) Frequency ad dsmping of elastic wing mode in dimensional.terms
as a function of dynamic pressure.
Figure 6.- Dynamic stability of airplane longitudinal mode and flexible
wing mode obtained by the semirigid methcd and less rigorous methods
as a function of dynamic pressure. Altitude, 8,000 feet; A . 40°
and 60°.
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Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Fi~e 7.- Variation of the maneuver margin with dvnamic messure for
configurationswith flexible wings. &i-stat~c meth-d. Altitude,
8,OOO feet.
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(a) Altitude,.8,OOO feet; Mach nmiber, 0.4; q = 176 lb/sq ft.
Figure 8.- Longitudinal transient responses of typical configuration
with flexibl@ wing to l-radisn step inputs of the elevator at
altitudes of 8,OOO feet and 30,(x)0feet. Center-of-gravitylocation,
20 percent mean aerodynamic chord; A . 35°.
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Figure 8.-
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Fuselage Airplane
C.g. C.g.
.
% i
(a) Geometric relation of fuselage center
center of grati~.
to sirplane
Wing Wing Airplane
C.g. ea. C.g.
I
\{ ff
i
(b) Geometric relation of local wing center of gravity to airplane
center of gravity.
Figure 9.- Linear ad angular velocities and geometric relations of the
fuselage and wing centers of gravity to the airplane center of ~vity.
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